Medicare Coverage of Durable Medical Equipment & Other Devices

This official government booklet explains:
• What durable medical equipment is
• Which durable medical equipment, prosthetics, orthotics, and supplies are covered by Original Medicare
• Where to get help with your questions

Medicare.gov
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Section 1: What’s Durable Medical Equipment (DME)?

About this booklet
This booklet explains Original Medicare coverage of DME and what you might need to pay. DME is reusable medical equipment. It includes items like:

- Home oxygen equipment
- Hospital beds
- Walkers
- Wheelchairs

Words in blue are defined on pages 17–18.
About this booklet (continued)

This booklet also explains coverage for:

- Prosthetic devices like
  - Ostomy supplies
  - Urinary catheters
  - Certain eyeglasses and contact lenses
- Orthotics, such as braces for
  - Leg
  - Arm
  - Back
- Artificial limbs including
  - Legs
  - Arms
  - Eyes

It's important to know what Medicare covers and what you may need to pay. Talk to your doctor if you think you need some type of DME.

If I have Medicare, can I get DME?

Anyone who has Medicare Part B (Medical Insurance) can get DME as long as the equipment is medically necessary.

When does Original Medicare cover DME?

Medicare Part B covers DME when your doctor or other health care provider (like a nurse practitioner, physician assistant, or clinical nurse specialist) prescribes it for you to use in your home. A hospital or nursing home that’s providing you with Medicare-covered care can’t qualify as your “home” in this situation. However, a long-term care facility can qualify as your home.

Note: If you’re in a skilled nursing facility (SNF) as part of a stay covered under Medicare Part A (Hospital Insurance), the facility is responsible for providing any DME you need while you’re in the facility for up to 100 days.
What if I need DME, and I'm in a Medicare Advantage Plan?

Medicare Advantage Plans must cover the same medically necessary categories of DME items as Original Medicare (Part A and Part B). However, the suppliers you get your DME from and your specific costs will depend on which Medicare Advantage Plan you belong to.

If you’re in a Medicare Advantage Plan and you need DME, contact your plan to find out if it will cover the DME. If your Medicare Advantage Plan won’t cover a DME item or service that you believe you need, you can appeal your Medicare Advantage Plan’s denial of coverage and get an independent review of your request for coverage. You can also find a description of your Medicare Advantage Plan cost-sharing for all Medicare covered services, including supplemental benefits offered by your Medicare Advantage Plan, in its “Evidence of Coverage” document.

If you’re getting home care or using medical equipment and you choose to join a new Medicare Advantage Plan, call your new plan as soon as possible to make sure they’ll continue to cover any Medicare DME items or services you’re using.

Note: If your plan leaves Medicare and you’re using medical equipment, like oxygen or a wheelchair, call the phone number on your Medicare Advantage Plan card and ask about DME coverage options. They can tell you how to get care under Original Medicare or a new Medicare Advantage Plan.

If I have Original Medicare, how do I get the DME I need?

If you need DME in your home, your doctor or treating provider (like a nurse practitioner, physician assistant, or clinical nurse specialist) must prescribe the type of equipment you need by filling out an order. For some equipment, Medicare may also require your doctor to provide additional information documenting your medical need for the equipment. Your supplier will work to make sure your doctor submits all required information to Medicare. If your needs and/or condition change, your doctor must complete and submit a new, updated order.
If I have Original Medicare, how do I get the DME I need? (continued)

Medicare only covers DME if you get it from a supplier enrolled in Medicare. This means that the supplier has been approved by Medicare and has a Medicare supplier number. When you contact a supplier, be sure to ask whether they agree to accept the Medicare-approved amount as full payment (so you’ll pay less out of pocket). Visit Medicare.gov/medical-equipment-suppliers to find a supplier in your area.

What questions can I ask to help me when I’m looking for a supplier?

You can ask questions like these:
• Are you a Medicare-enrolled supplier?
• Do you accept assignment? For more information, go to page 10.
• If you don’t accept assignment, will you consider assignment in my case?
• If you won’t consider assignment, what’s your non-assignment charge?
• Will you bill Medicare for me?

A supplier enrolled in Medicare must meet strict standards to qualify for a Medicare supplier number. **If your supplier doesn’t have a supplier number, Medicare won’t pay your claim**, even if your supplier is a large chain or department store that sells more than just DME.

Does Medicare cover power wheelchairs & scooters?

For Medicare to cover a power wheelchair or scooter, your doctor must state that you need it because of your medical condition. Medicare won’t cover a power wheelchair or scooter that you only need and use outside of the home.

Most suppliers who work with Medicare are honest. However, there are a few who aren’t. For example, some suppliers of medical equipment try to cheat Medicare by offering expensive power wheelchairs and scooters to people who don’t qualify for these items.

For more information about Medicare’s coverage of power wheelchairs or scooters, visit Medicare.gov/coverage/wheelchairs-scooters or read or download the fact sheet “Medicare’s Wheelchair & Scooter Benefit” at Medicare.gov/publications. You can also call 1-800-MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227). TTY users can call 1-877-486-2048.
What if my equipment needs maintenance or repairs?

It’s important to know how to get maintenance and repairs for your DME.

- If you own your equipment, the supplier who sold it to you isn’t required to repair it. Visit Medicare.gov/medical-equipment-suppliers to find a supplier who can maintain or repair your equipment.
- If you rent equipment, your supplier must maintain and repair the equipment and keep it in good working order at all times. Your supplier must answer your calls and service, repair, or replace rented equipment whenever necessary. If your supplier doesn’t respond to your requests, call 1-800-MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227). TTY users can call 1-877-486-2048.

What if my equipment or supplies are lost or damaged in a disaster or emergency?

If Original Medicare already paid for DME or supplies lost or damaged due to an emergency or disaster:

- In certain cases, Medicare will cover the cost to replace your equipment or supplies.
- Generally, Medicare will also cover the cost of loaned equipment for items (like wheelchairs) during the time your equipment is being repaired.

If you’re in a Medicare Advantage Plan or other Medicare health plan, contact your plan directly to find out how it replaces DME or supplies lost or damaged in an emergency or disaster.

You can also call 1-800-MEDICARE to get more information about how to replace your equipment or supplies.
Section 2: What does Medicare cover?

Read pages 8–10 for some of the items Medicare covers and how much you have to pay for them. This list doesn’t include all covered DME. For questions about if Medicare covers a particular item, visit Medicare.gov or call 1-800-MEDICARE. TTY users can call 1-877-486-2048. If you have a Medigap policy, it may help cover some of the costs listed on pages 8–10.

Words in blue are defined on pages 17–18.
DME that Medicare covers includes, but isn’t limited to:
• Canes (however, Medicare doesn’t cover white canes for the blind)
• Commode chairs
• Continuous passive motion (CPM) machines
• Crutches
• Glucose monitors and supplies
• Hospital beds
• Infusion pumps and supplies (when necessary to administer certain drugs)
• Manual wheelchairs and power mobility devices (power wheelchairs or scooters needed for use inside the home)
• Nebulizers and some nebulizer medications (if reasonable and necessary)
• Oxygen equipment and accessories
• Patient lifts to lift you from a bed or wheelchair
• Pressure-reducing beds, mattresses, and mattress overlays used to prevent bed sores
• Sleep apnea and Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) devices and accessories
• Suction pumps
• Traction equipment
• Walkers

What you pay
Generally, you pay 20% of the Medicare-approved amount after you pay your Medicare Part B deductible for the year. The Medicare-approved amount is the lower of the actual charge for the item or the fee Medicare sets for the item.

The amount you pay may vary depending on the DME item. You also may be able to rent or buy the equipment.
Prosthetic & orthotic items

What Medicare covers
• Arm, leg, back, and neck braces (orthotics)
• Artificial limbs and eyes
• Breast prostheses (including a mastectomy bra) after a mastectomy
• Ostomy bags and certain related supplies
• Urological supplies
• Therapeutic shoes or inserts for people with diabetes who have severe diabetes-related foot disease
  – The doctor who treats your diabetes must certify your need for therapeutic shoes or inserts. A podiatrist or other qualified doctor must prescribe the shoes and inserts. A doctor or other qualified individual (like a pedorthist, orthotist, or prosthetist) must fit and provide the shoes. Medicare Part B covers the furnishing and fitting of either one pair of custom-molded shoes and inserts or one pair of extra-depth shoes each calendar year. Medicare also covers 2 additional pairs of inserts each calendar year for custom-molded shoes and 3 pairs of inserts each calendar year for extra-depth shoes. Medicare may cover shoe modifications instead of inserts.

What you pay
You pay 20% of the Medicare-approved amount after you pay your Part B deductible for the year. These amounts may be different if the supplier doesn’t accept assignment. For more information, go to page 10.

Corrective lenses

What Medicare covers
Prosthetic lenses:
• Cataract glasses (for aphakia or absence of the lens of the eye)
• One pair of conventional glasses or contact lenses after each surgery with insertion of an intraocular lens
• Intraocular lenses

Important: Only standard frames are covered. Medicare will only pay for contact lenses or eyeglasses provided by a supplier enrolled in Medicare no matter who submits the claim (you or your supplier).
Corrective lenses (continued)

What you pay
Medicare will cover one pair of eyeglasses or contact lenses after each cataract surgery with an intraocular lens. You pay 20% of the Medicare-approved amount after you pay the Part B deductible for the year. Costs may be different if the supplier doesn’t accept assignment. If you want to upgrade the frames, you pay any additional cost.

What’s assignment?
Assignment means that your doctor, provider, or supplier agrees (or is required by law) to accept the Medicare-approved amount as full payment for covered services.

If your doctor, provider, or supplier accepts assignment:
• Your out-of-pocket costs may be less.
• They agree to charge you only the Medicare deductible and coinsurance for the Medicare-approved amount and usually wait for Medicare to pay its share before asking you to pay your share.
• They have to submit your claim directly to Medicare and can’t charge you for submitting the claim.

Some providers and suppliers haven’t agreed and/or aren’t required by law to accept assignment for all Medicare-covered services, but they can still choose to accept assignment for individual services. The providers and suppliers who haven’t agreed to accept assignment for all services are called “non-participating.” You might have to pay more for their services if they don’t accept assignment for the care they provide to you.
Section 3: How will I know if I can buy DME or if Medicare will only pay for me to rent it?

If your supplier is a Medicare-enrolled supplier, they’ll know if Medicare allows you to buy a particular kind of DME, or just pays for you to rent it. Medicare pays for most DME on a rental basis. Medicare only buys inexpensive or routinely bought items, like canes, walkers, and blood sugar monitors, or complex rehabilitative power wheelchairs. For some more expensive equipment, like wheelchairs and hospital beds, Medicare pays to rent the item for 13 months of continuous use. Once the 13th month of rental ends, the supplier must transfer ownership of the equipment to you.

Words in blue are defined on pages 17-18.
**Buying equipment**

If you **own** Medicare-covered DME and other devices, Medicare may also cover repairs and replacement parts. Medicare will pay 80% of the Medicare-approved amount (up to the cost of replacing the item) for repairs. You pay the other 20%. Your costs may be higher if the supplier doesn’t accept assignment.

**Note:** The equipment you buy may be replaced if it’s lost, stolen, damaged beyond repair, or used for more than the reasonable useful lifetime of the equipment, which is generally 5 years from the date you start using the item.

**Renting equipment**

If you **rent** DME and other devices, Medicare makes monthly payments for the equipment. How long monthly payments continue vary based on the type of equipment. Total rental payments for inexpensive or routinely bought items are limited to the fee Medicare sets to buy the item. If you’ll need these items for more than a few months, you may decide to buy these items instead of rent them. Monthly payments for frequently serviced items, like ventilators, are made as long as the equipment is medically necessary. You pay 20% of the Medicare-approved amount after you pay your Part B deductible for the year. Medicare pays the other 80%.

The supplier will pick up the equipment when you no longer need it. Any costs for repairs or replacement parts for the rented equipment are the supplier’s responsibility. The supplier will also pick up the rented equipment if it needs repairs. You don’t have to bring the rented equipment back to the supplier.

**Do I need to tell my supplier if my needs change?**

You may need to tell your supplier about changes in your life that will affect how and when you get your DME. Let your supplier know if:

- You’re changing insurance companies
- You’re changing doctors
- You’re in the hospital or will soon be admitted to the hospital
- You’re in a nursing home or will soon be admitted to a nursing home
- You’re traveling
- You’re moving
- You or your secondary contact have changed your phone number

If you use oxygen and you’ll need a portable oxygen concentrator for travel, let your supplier know weeks in advance.
Section 4: How does Medicare pay the supplier for oxygen equipment & related supplies?

If you have Medicare and use oxygen, you can rent oxygen equipment from a supplier for as long as you have a medical need, but payments for the equipment stop after 36 months of continuous use. After 36 months, your supplier must continue to provide oxygen equipment and related supplies for an additional 24 months. Your supplier must provide equipment and supplies for up to a total of 5 years, as long as you have a medical need for oxygen.

Words in blue are defined on pages 17-18.
What do I pay the supplier? What does the rental payment cover?

The monthly rental payments to the supplier cover your oxygen equipment, and any supplies and accessories, like tubing or a mouthpiece, oxygen contents, maintenance, servicing, and repairs. If you use portable oxygen equipment, there’s a separate monthly payment made in addition to the general monthly payment, which also ends after 36 months. In both cases, you pay 20% of the Medicare-approved amount after you pay your Part B deductible for the year. Medicare pays the other 80%.

If you use either an oxygen concentrator or equipment used to fill portable tanks in your home, you may have to make coinsurance payments for maintenance and servicing of the equipment every 6 months if the supplier comes to your house to inspect and service the equipment. The supplier can’t charge you for this service unless they come to your home to inspect and service the equipment.

What happens with my oxygen equipment & related services after the 36 months of rental payments?

Your supplier must continue to maintain the oxygen equipment (in good working order) and provide the equipment and any necessary supplies and accessories, as long as you need it until the 5-year period ends. The supplier can’t charge you for performing these services.

If you use oxygen tanks or cylinders that need delivery of gaseous or liquid oxygen contents, Medicare will continue to pay each month for the delivery of contents after the 36-month rental period. The supplier that delivers this equipment to you in the last month of the 36-month rental period must provide these items, as long as you medically need them, up to 5 years. The supplier owns the equipment during the entire 5-year period.

If you use either an oxygen concentrator or equipment used to fill portable tanks in your home, you may have to make coinsurance payments for maintenance and servicing every 6 months if the supplier comes to your house to inspect and service the equipment. The supplier can’t charge you for this service unless they come to your home to inspect and service the equipment.

What happens to my oxygen equipment after 5 years?

If your medical need continues past the 5-year period, your supplier no longer has to continue providing your oxygen and oxygen equipment, and you may choose to get replacement equipment from any Medicare-enrolled supplier. A new 36-month payment period and 5-year supplier period starts once the old 5-year period ends.
My oxygen equipment doesn’t allow me to move around like I want to inside and/or outside my home. What should I do?

If your doctor determines that your oxygen equipment doesn’t meet your needs, they may notify the oxygen supplier with a new letter of medical necessity. The letter should explain your mobility needs both inside and outside your home. If you switch from using stationary oxygen to portable oxygen, a new 36-month payment period and a new 5-year supplier period begins once the 5-year contract for the stationary oxygen expires.

What happens if the equipment I have is no longer effective for me?

If your doctor decides that your oxygen equipment is no longer effective for you, they may notify the oxygen supplier with a new letter of medical necessity for different equipment. The oxygen supplier must give you equipment that fits your needs.

What if my oxygen supplier tells me they’ll no longer provide liquid oxygen?

If your supplier tells you they’ll no longer provide your prescribed therapy, and you haven’t completed your 5-year contract, you can:

- Get the oxygen supplier to put their intentions in writing.
- Call 1-800-MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227) to file a complaint. TTY users can call 1-877-486-2048.

Can my oxygen supplier decide to change the terms of my contract for my equipment or the number of tanks I get each month?

Your supplier can’t change the type of equipment or number of tank refills you get unless your doctor orders a change. Your oxygen supplier must provide all your oxygen equipment and supplies, including all necessary tank refills.
If I travel by plane, is my oxygen supplier required to provide a portable oxygen concentrator?
Your oxygen supplier isn’t required to give you an airline-approved portable oxygen concentrator, and Medicare won’t pay for any oxygen related to air travel. You may be able to rent a portable oxygen concentrator from your supplier if you give them several weeks’ notice before your travel date. Also, rentals are available through online companies that work with most airlines. These companies can give the documentation needed for your travel.

What if I’m away from home for an extended period, or I move to another area during the 36-month period?
If you travel away from home for an extended period (several weeks or months) or permanently move to another area during the 36-month rental period, ask your current supplier if they can help you find a supplier in the new area. If your supplier can’t help you find an oxygen supplier in the area where you’re visiting or moving to, visit Medicare.gov/medical-equipment-suppliers or call 1-800-MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227). TTY users can call 1-877-486-2048.

What if I’m away from home for an extended period, or I move to another area after the 36-month period?
If you travel or move after the 36-month rental period ends, your supplier is responsible for making sure that you have oxygen and oxygen equipment in the new area. The supplier can’t charge you for oxygen equipment after month 36 even in these situations.

Your supplier may arrange for you to get oxygen and oxygen equipment from a different supplier in your new area. For more information, visit Medicare.gov/medical-equipment-suppliers or call 1-800-MEDICARE.

What if my supplier refuses to continue providing my oxygen equipment & related services as required by law?
If your supplier isn’t following Medicare laws and rules, call 1-800-MEDICARE. A customer service representative will refer your case to the appropriate area.
Section 5: Definitions

**Coinsurance** — An amount you may be required to pay as your share of the cost for benefits after you pay any deductibles. Coinsurance is usually a percentage (for example, 20% for Part B).

**Copayment** — An amount you may be required to pay as your share of the cost for benefits after you pay any deductibles. A copayment is a fixed amount, like $30.

**Deductible** — The amount you must pay for health care or prescriptions before Original Medicare, your Medicare Advantage Plan, your Medicare drug plan, or your other insurance begins to pay.

**Medically necessary** — Health care services or supplies needed to diagnose or treat an illness, injury, condition, disease, or its symptoms and that meet accepted standards of medicine.
**Medicare Advantage Plan (Part C)** — A type of Medicare health plan offered by a private company that contracts with Medicare. Medicare Advantage Plans provide all of your Part A and Part B benefits, with a few exclusions, for example, certain aspects of clinical trials which are covered by Original Medicare even though you’re still in the plan. Medicare Advantage Plans include:

- Health Maintenance Organizations
- Preferred Provider Organizations
- Private Fee-for-Service Plans
- Special Needs Plans
- Medicare Medical Savings Account Plans.

If you’re enrolled in a Medicare Advantage Plan:

- Most Medicare services are covered through the plan
- Most Medicare services aren’t paid for by Original Medicare
- Most Medicare Advantage Plans offer prescription drug coverage

**Medicare-approved amount** — The payment amount that Original Medicare sets for a covered service or item. When your provider accepts assignment, Medicare pays its share and you pay your share of that amount.

**Medicare health plan** — Plans offered by private companies that contract with Medicare to provide Part A, Part B, and in many cases, Part D benefits. Includes Medicare Advantage Plans and certain other types of coverage (like Medicare Cost Plans, PACE programs, and demonstration/pilot programs).

**Medicare Part A (Hospital Insurance)** — Part A helps cover inpatient hospital stays, care in a skilled nursing facility, hospice care, and some home health care.

**Medicare Part B (Medical Insurance)** — Part B helps cover doctor and other health care providers’ services and outpatient care, durable medical equipment, home health care, and many preventive services.

**Medigap** — Medicare Supplement Insurance sold by private insurance companies to fill “gaps” in Original Medicare coverage.

**Original Medicare** — A fee-for-service health insurance program that has 2 parts: Part A (Hospital Insurance) and Part B (Medical Insurance). When you get services, you’ll pay a deductible at the start of each year, and you usually pay 20% of the cost of the Medicare-approved service, called coinsurance.

**Skilled nursing facility (SNF)** — A nursing facility with the staff and equipment to give skilled nursing care and, in most cases, skilled rehabilitative services and other related health services.
CMS Accessible Communications

Medicare provides free auxiliary aids and services, including information in accessible formats like braille, large print, data or audio files, relay services and TTY communications. If you request information in an accessible format, you won’t be disadvantaged by any additional time necessary to provide it. This means you’ll get extra time to take any action if there’s a delay in fulfilling your request.

To request Medicare or Marketplace information in an accessible format you can:

1. **Call us:**
   - For Medicare: 1-800-MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227) TTY: 1-877-486-2048
   - For Marketplace: 1-800-318-2596 TTY: 1-855-889-4325

2. **Email us:** altformatrequest@cms.hhs.gov

3. **Send us a fax:** 1-844-530-3676

4. **Send us a letter:**
   - Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
   - Offices of Hearings and Inquiries (OHI)
   - 7500 Security Boulevard, Mail Stop DO-01-20
   - Baltimore, MD 21244-1850
   - Attn: Customer Accessibility Resource Staff (CARS)

Your request should include your name, phone number, type of information you need (if known), and the mailing address where we should send the materials. We may contact you for additional information.

**Note:** If you’re enrolled in a Medicare Advantage Plan or Medicare drug plan, contact your plan to request its information in an accessible format. For Medicaid, contact your State Medical Assistance (Medicaid) office.
Nondiscrimination Notice

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) doesn’t exclude, deny benefits to, or otherwise discriminate against any person on the basis of race, color, national origin, disability, sex (including sexual orientation and gender identity), or age in admission to, participation in, or receipt of the services and benefits under any of its programs and activities, whether carried out by CMS directly or through a contractor or any other entity with which CMS arranges to carry out its programs and activities.

You can contact CMS in any of the ways included in this notice if you have any concerns about getting information in a format that you can use.

You may also file a complaint if you think you’ve been subjected to discrimination in a CMS program or activity, including experiencing issues with getting information in an accessible format from any Medicare Advantage Plan, Medicare drug plan, state or local Medicaid office, or Marketplace Qualified Health Plans. There are 3 ways to file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, Office for Civil Rights:

1. **Online:**
   
   HHS.gov/civil-rights/filing-a-complaint/complaint-process/index.html

2. **By phone:**
   
   Call 1-800-368-1019.
   
   TTY users can call 1-800-537-7697.

3. **In writing:** Send information about your complaint to:
   
   Office for Civil Rights
   
   U.S. Department of Health & Human Services
   
   200 Independence Avenue, SW
   
   Room 509F, HHH Building
   
   Washington, D.C. 20201
Need a copy of this booklet in Spanish?

To get a free copy of this booklet in Spanish, visit Medicare.gov or call 1-800-MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227). TTY users can call 1-877-486-2048.

Esta publicación está disponible en español. Para obtener una copia gratis, visite Medicare.gov o llame al 1-800-MEDICARE.